Service Codes
Spectralink Butterfly, 75-, 76- and 77- Handset Series
Not all codes are supported on all handsets.
Some of the given codes might not be active as the level of service codes implemented is depending on
the hardware & software status of the handset.
To enter a Service Code - enter the requested code and press “on hook”.
*99945* Enables a feature for use on some alien DECT infrastructures: If the feature is enabled and the
incoming call has a CLIP number and no CLIP name, and a text is received shortly after then this text will
be added to the CLIP information (Call list). It also enables a feature for use on some alien DECT
infrastructures: If the ringer cadence is short, the ringer tone is not shortened.
*99950* Delete phone book, speed dial list, message template, mail stack and all subscriptions.
*99951* Delete phone book and speed dial list.
*99952* Delete call register.
*99954* Delete all subscriptions
*99964* Toggle HAC (Hearing Aid Compatibility).
*99969* Change the locally generated call progress tones.
*99970* Toggle AEC (Acoustic Echo Canceller). Only on valid for 7520 and 7540
*99973* now possible to show message text or callback number in the message inbox list.
*99977* Keyboard, Vibrator, ringer, acoustics and display test.
*99979* Show Bluetooth firmware version.
*99981* Motion sensor test. Only 7640 and 7740
*99984* Show link date/time and active radio operating frequency Freq: [China, South America, Taiwan,
1G9 DECT] If firmware version supports automatic frequency swapping, display will show Freq swap:
*99986* Enable/disable watchdog/exception display. Show exception screen when handset has caught an
exception or watchdog. Power key is pressed to exit exception screen.
*99988* Show up time and some MAC statistics.
*99989* Deployment display showing RSSI of alternative bases. Force bearer handover by long-pressing
„*‟. Force connection handover by long-pressing „#‟.

